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 End of the Academic Year 2012-2013 – End of This Cycle  

 Results & Improvement Plan for Next Year 

                                                           
1
 Planning Team Leaders assume the responsibility for coordinating activities associated with the expectations for the design, approval and implementation of Assessment Plans.   

 
2
 Planning Team membership, whenever possible, should reflect the Principles for selection of members for assessment plan work teams. For faculty teams the principles 

include: College-wide representation where possible; Full-time faculty from the respective program / discipline (tenured, tenure track, and non-tenure earning 4 / 8 / 10 month 
faculty); Adjunct faculty when an adequate number of full-time faculty do not teach in the program / discipline; Faculty from both disciplines or programs when an outcome is 
assessed in two programs or a program other than the primary discipline. For plans developed in Student Affairs planning teams should include the following: College-wide  
representation where possible; Staff from the targeted program area; Part-time Student Affairs professionals when an adequate number of full-time staff do not work in the 
targeted program area; Faculty / staff  from other program / discipline areas working on the same or similar outcomes; Students representation when possible. 

Academic Program / Discipline Area (for General Education) or Co-Curricular Program Area 
Library / Information Literacy General Education 
Planning Team Leader(s)1 Campus  E-mail Address Phone Extension Mail Code 

Note from Planning Team Fall 2011: Please note, with respect to the designation of Planning Team Leaders:  The Planning Team came to a consensus that Planning 
Team Leaders should include representation from each of the three major campuses (East, Osceola, and West).  Those selected, or volunteering, for the role of 
Planning Team Leader are to be a non-tenure track full time faculty members (tenured or four-month).  It was the determination of the Planning Team that tenure-
track faculty should be encouraged to concentrate on the completion of their ILP. 

 

Diane Dalrymple East ddalrymple1@valenciacollege.edu 2887 3-4 

Beth King West lking@valenciacollege.edu 1854 4-4 

Regina Seguin West rseguin@valenciacollege.edu 1361 4-4 

Planning Team Members2 Campus E-mail Address Phone Extension Mail Code 
The Planning Team came to the consensus that all tenured, tenure-track, and full-time four-month faculty are considered members of the planning team.  As the work 
being conducted for these Assessment Plans impacts all tenured and tenure-track faculty, they all should play an active role in the work being conducted. 

 

Courtney Moore East cmoore71@valenciacollege.edu 2883 3-4 

Erich Heintzelman East eheintzelman@valenciacollege.edu 2886 3-4 

Chris Wettstein East cwettstein@valenciacollege.edu 2888 3-4 

Sarah Dockray Osceola sdockray@valenciacollege.edu 4156 6-4 

Jenna Settles Osceola / Lake Nona jsettles@valenciacollege.edu 4853 6-4 

Karene Chester Osceola / Lake Nona Kchester1@valenciacollege.edu 4315 6-4 

Benjamin Mittag Winter Park bmittag@valenciacollege.edu 6832 5-1 

Suzanne Johnson West slynch@valenciacollege.edu 1536 4-4 

Bianca Rivera West brodriguez49@valenciacollege.edu 1528 4-4 
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 The template has 9 pages. Please return this completed form with the dean signatures or their E-mail approval(s) copied & pasted in at the end.  
by May 10, 2013 to Jessica King in the Valencia Institutional Assessment (VIA) Office ( jking84@valenciacollege.edu.)  

 Please see the VIA website for this form, your plans, and related materials: www.valenciacollege.edu/via -->  left tab LOA) 

 If you are working on several programs please submit a template for each one; each labeled for the specific program. 

Six Items Documenting Results 
Please fill in the blue shaded areas with brief sentences. A second page is provided for longer comments. 
 

Documenting the Assessment Process 

1. In a sentence or two, what did you do and who was responsible for coordinating the collection of student artifacts / data? 
In Fall 2012, we administered five SoftChalk instructional modules along with multiple choice formative quizzes and short answer 
summative assessments to ENC1101, ENC1102 and SPC1608 students, via Blackboard. In Spring 2013, we administered only the short 
answer assessment portion, to ENC1101 students. We did not systematically enroll these students in the instructional modules, but faculty 
instructed students using their method(s) of choice. Beth King coordinated the collection of student data. 

2. At what point in the academic year / semester were the student artifacts / data collected?  How many students were assessed? In Fall 
2012, data was collected throughout the term and there were 179 completed responses. In Spring 2013, data was collected in March; there 
were 31 completed responses.* 
*In Fall 2012, additional student data was lost due to problems between Blackboard and SoftChalk. In Spring 2013, a sizeable number of students did not submit 
responses to the short answer questions. 

Improvement Plan and Use of the Assessment Results – Next Year’s Cycle 
3. What were your results?  (Please e-mail the data and copies of instruments when you submit this form if possible, for example rubric 

scores in an Excel sheet.)  How did this compare with any predictions that you made in the Fall?  
1. We expected to have more data available for review; in the Fall term, an error within Blackboard caused us to lose our short answer 

data. In the Spring term, we did have more data. 
2. We expected student feedback on the tutorial revisions to be more positive. Students did not, overall, react positively to the tutorials. 
3. We expected students to perform better and more consistently on the quizzes once revisions were made. Student quiz scores did 

normalize to some extent. 

4. What are the changes / improvements you plan to make within the curriculum (targeted courses), co-curricular program, or student 
activity over the next year? (Please use the following page if you need more space for your response.) We will revise the learning modules 
to contain shorter, audio and video segments. 

5. What changes, if any, will be made to the common course outlines, the catalog, etc.? N/A 
  

 

mailto:jking84@valenciacollege.edu
http://www.valenciacollege.edu/via
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Next Steps – Planning for Next Year’s Cycle— Academic Year 2013-2014 (see below for detailed planning) 

6. What are your next steps – acting on the results? (These steps will guide others in the next cycle… moving the process forward.) If these 
steps include the development and implementation of a new assessment, include that information here. If you plan to change the 
current assessment or the program learning outcome that you focus on, you will want to do that here. We will select a revised list of 
student learning outcomes and performance indicators. The selected outcomes will continue to be based upon ACRL Standards but will 
focus on three identified in the college’s definition of information literacy (locate, evaluate and use information). We will develop a revised 
rubric based on the selected outcomes. As the short answer method holds promise for providing more robust data than the multiple choice 
method, we will continue to refine the short answer assessment, and will discontinue using the multiple choice quizzes. Additionally, we 
believe more comprehensive data can be gleaned from a more authentic assessment based on a combination of research diaries and 
writing samples analyzed within the context of class assignments. We will develop a method for obtaining these artifacts and the new rubric 
will be tailored for the analysis of either type of assessment (short answer or writing sample with diary). 

7. Please include the name of the person completing this page and your program: Regina Seguin, Library / Information Literacy Gen Ed. 
 

 
See next page… 
 
 

Additional Space for Comments Reporting on Prior Year (if needed)  

3) If you have additional comments for the following question, please share them here:  What were your results?  
Assessment results from Fall 2012 quiz data indicated that students scored roughly the same on a pretest of their information literacy 
knowledge as they did on the multiple-choice posttests. Quiz data also showed that students’ scores improved on Quiz 2, where past 
scores had been extremely low, and decreased somewhat on Quiz 3, where past scores had been extremely high. This probably suggests 
that our revisions to the multiple choice items helped to normalize the scores to some degree, rather than any change in actual student 
learning. However, because we were unable to draw clear inferences about students’ abilities by looking at their quiz data, we believe 
the multiple choice format is not robust enough to measure our selected outcomes. In Spring 2013, we eliminated the multiple choice 
quizzes, and short answer responses were scored using a rubric. Rubric scores showed that of 15 students randomly sampled, the 
majority scored as Developing or Beginning on all four indicators measured. However, we believe that the rubric and short-answer 
questions both require further refinement, and the rubric scoring should be normed before we can make confident inferences about 
student abilities.  
 
Qualitative Assessment: Feedback from students indicated several issues with the instruction as it was presented: modules were too 
lengthy and too text-based. Librarians’ feedback on the process indicated that we had problems using the Blackboard platform to collect 
data during the Fall. Because we had many non-responses to the Spring short answer items, we need a more reliable way to administer 
this assessment (perhaps tied to students’ grades in a course). 
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4) If you have additional comments for the following question, please share them here:  What are the changes / improvements you 
plan to make within the curriculum (targeted courses), co-curricular program, or student over the next year? We have decided not to 
use Blackboard to administer instruction or collect data for this project in the future. This project was labor-intensive at the current 
scale and could not be scaled further. Additionally, due to problems with communication between SoftChalk and Blackboard, we lost a 
semester’s worth of student data. For the future, we are looking into alternative platforms such as LibGuides and Qualtrics. 

 

6) If you have additional comments for the following question, please share them here:  What are your next steps – acting on the 
results? If these steps include the development and implementation of a new assessment, include that information here. If you plan 
to change the current assessment or the program learning outcome that you focus on, you will want to do that here. 

 Work to do on the assessment method: Next steps are to develop a method for collecting student artifacts in the form of 
student papers and research diaries. We will also further refine the short answer questions. 

 Work to do on the assessment tools: Next step is to continue to refine the new rubric for use with (a) short answer assessments 
and (b) student papers / research diaries in the context of student assignments. 

 Work to do on the instructional content: Next step is to prioritize learning outcomes to be addressed and revise this content into 
shorter, audio and video segments. 

 Work to do on the instructional mode of delivery: Next step is to develop a platform to house the new content, most likely a 
LibGuide or LibGuide series.   

 
 

 

See next page….
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Planning for AY 2013-2014 Learning Outcomes and Performance Indicators 
Complete only the sections that apply to your work. 
Academic Program / Discipline Area (for General Education) or Co-Curricular Program Area: Library / Information Literacy General Education 
 
 

Targeted Program Learning Outcome(s) 
(How many will you be assessing this coming year?):  
Students will be able to locate, evaluate and effectively use information from 
diverse sources. 

 Students will be able to locate information from diverse sources. 

 Students will be able to evaluate information from diverse sources. 

 Students will be able to effectively use information from diverse 
sources. 

Targeted Course(s), Co-Curricular Program or  
Student Activity associated with the Academic Program: 

 ENC 1102 

 ENC 1101 

 SPC 1608 
 
 

Targeted Outcome(s) within the Course(s),  
Co-Curricular Program or Student Activity identified above: 
Students will demonstrate competence in research and documentation. (ENC 
1102) 
 

Performance Indicators for the Program Learning Outcome(s) selected: 

 The student develops appropriate strategies for locating information 

within diverse sources. 

 The student accesses information from diverse sources. 

 The student evaluates information based on specific criteria or 

standards. 

 The student cites information appropriately. 

Performance Indicators for Outcome(s) within the  
Course(s), Co-Curricular Program or Student Activity selected: 

 Students will be able to use library research tools. 

 Students will be able to evaluate sources. 

 Students will be able to recognize information that requires 
documentation. 

 Students will be able to use a recognized documentation style, which 
includes in-text citations and a works cited page. 

 
 External Standard(s) in the field or discipline (please contact Laura Blasi 

lblasi@valenciacollege.edu with any questions about this): ACRL Information 
Literacy Standards for Higher Education 

Common Assessment (What assessment method (written assignment, speech, test, etc.)  
will you use to assess student ability related to the program / course outcome(s) selected):  
(1) Short answer assessment (2) Student writing sample with research diary. 
 

Description of the Proposed Common Assessment (Common assessments should be designed to ensure a balance between (1) the need for a consistency within 
the program in order to ensure comparable student artifacts and (2) the need for reasonable flexibility in order to encourage faculty judgment in the design and 
delivery of learning activities): The short answer will be a formative assessment consisting of four items, each relating to a separate performance indicator 
(attached). Questions will be scenario-based and will require students to apply knowledge to a hypothetical situation. The student writing sample / research 
diary will be a summative assessment designed to assess students’ actual behavior and performance within a real class assignment.  
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Proposed Assessment Instrument (In some cases the assessment method may not need an associated assessment instrument – e.g., multiple choice tests): 
Revised Information Literacy Rubric (attached).* 
*During this year the rubric will be further refined for use with both assessments.  

  
 
 

 

 

Implementation Process 

Collection of Student Artifacts  

What information needs to be communicated to students concerning the assessment process (informed consent, etc.)? N/A. 
 
 
 
 

How will student artifacts or data associated with student performance be collected? Short answer assessments will be collected via Qualtrics. 
Faculty will collect and submit student writing artifacts for analysis. 
 
 
 

If student artifacts are to be collected based on a random sample of students registered for the course or participating in the program / activity, 
what characteristics should the sample include? Participation in one of the three identified courses. 
 
 
 

How will information about faculty / staff participation in the assessment project be communicated?  E-mail is the primary means of 
communication. 
 
 

Who will be responsible for coordinating the collection of student artifacts? The planning team will collect artifacts by working with faculty on their 
respective campuses. 
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At what point in the academic year / semester will the student artifacts be collected? Throughout the semester, as assigned and completed within 
the courses. 
 
 
 
 

 

Program Level Assessment / Evaluation of Student Artifacts and Analysis of Results 

When will student artifacts be assessed / evaluated? April, 2014 (prior to Assessment Day). 
 
 
 
 

Which faculty or staff from the program/discipline will evaluate student artifacts? Librarians from all five campuses will participate in evaluation. 
 
 
 

What training / preparation / information will faculty or staff need in order adequately assess / evaluate the student artifacts collected? 
Members of the planning team may be interested in professional development opportunities on developing and norming rubrics. Librarians attend 
the Florida Library Association Annual Conference in late April / early May to share ideas with colleagues in-discipline. 
 
 
 

When will the results / data associated with the assessment plan be analyzed? 
Assessment Day 2014. 
 
 
 

What are your predictions regarding student performance? (What do you expect to see when you analyze your results?)  
1. We expect to have more data for review. 
2. We expect the data to provide a clearer indication of students’ abilities. 
3. If the first two expectations are accomplished, we expect the majority of students to score at the developmental level. 
4. We expect qualitatively more positive feedback, with heightened student and faculty buy-in. 
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What training / preparation / information will faculty or staff need in order to analyze the results data associated with this assessment plan? 
Members of the planning team may be interested in professional development opportunities on developing and norming rubrics. Librarians attend 
the Florida Library Association Annual Conference in late April / early May to share ideas with colleagues in-discipline. 
 

What additional sources of data might allow faculty / staff to better understand and act on the results of this assessment plan?  
How students are performing on other information literacy assessments throughout the college. 
 
 
 
 

In order to ensure curricular and programmatic alignment, who else should be included in this conversation (e.g., faculty from related discipline 
areas in General Education)? 

 Faculty in other disciplines assessing information literacy. 

 Faculty teaching ENC 1101, 1102 and SPC 1608. 

 Faculty in other disciplines interested in assessing information literacy in the future. 

 
 
 

How will the assessment results be disseminated to stakeholders (Faculty, Staff, Advisory Boards, etc.)? Assessment results will be communicated 
to the Deans of Learning Support through division or department meetings on the applicable campuses. Results will be shared with all librarians via 
e-mail and at the semester librarians’ meetings. Librarian liaisons for communications divisions will share results with their divisions on each 
campus. Additionally we would like to arrange a follow-up, college-wide information literacy meeting. 
 
 
 
 

 

Approval Process 

Activities Associated with the Approval of 
Assessment Plans 

Completion Date  Person Responsible Results  

Draft assessment plan is circulated for input to 
reviewers appropriate to the program / discipline 
(including Deans / Directors responsible for 
supporting and promoting the work necessary for 

August 2013 Regina Seguin  
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the implementation of the Assessment Plan) 
 

College-wide live or e-mail / Blackboard discussion 
will be coordinated to consider input received (if 
needed) 
 
 

Late August / early 
September 2013 

Regina Seguin  

Draft assessment plan is revised to reflect input 
 
 
 
 

September 2013 Beth King  

Faculty vote on the Assessment Plan using the 
Current voter eligibility list for curriculum 
(http://valenciacollege.edu/faculty/forms/voterlists/)  
 

October 1, 2013 Diane Dalrymple  

 

Dean / Director Support 

The Dean(s) responsible for supporting and promoting the work necessary for the implementation of the Assessment Plan need to indicate their 

support for the plan. Please copy and paste in E-mail approval (as applies) at the end of the document and then send the form complete to us  

or obtain, scan, and send handwritten signatures and then send. 

 
 
Dean / Director East / Winter Park Campus 

 
 
Signature 

 
 
Dean / Director Osceola / Lake Nona Campus 

 
 
Signature 

 
 
Dean / Director West Campus 

 
 
Signature 
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Sign In Sheet for Assessment Day  
    

Name Dept. Date Event 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

 









Approved. Do you still need my signature on the form? 
  
Landon Shephard, Ph.D. 
  
Campus Dean of Learning Support 
Osceola Campus 
Valencia College 
  
lshephard@valenciacollege.edu 
321-682-4877 
 

https://webmail.valenciacollege.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C=-lGcHabxXki5SMGeEm6mw5vSEDuuQNAIisiKrOSZVivtpdCcdQ1-lkLJ1dD8vwQAUiliDIOkpug.&URL=mailto%3alshephard%40valenciacollege.edu


The plan looks well thought out and the results are nicely detailed.  Perhaps data collection wasn’t what 
you hoped but the situation was out of your control given the technological error.  Great work everyone; 
I approve of the PLOAP. 
  
Karen L. Reilly 
Campus Dean, Learning Support 
Valencia College, West Campus 
407-582-1810 
 



Information Literacy Modules Quiz Data Fall 2012 

Pretest – 268 students 

Median: 130 or 76% 
Average: 125.65 or 74% 
Range: 30 – 170 
 

Quiz 1 – 254 students 

Median: 80 
Average: 76.6 
Range: 0-100 
 

Quiz 2 – 244 students 

Median: 70 
Average: 62 
Range: 0-100 
 

Quiz 3 –205 students 

Median: 90 
Average: 84 
Range: 50-100 
 

Quiz 4 – 179 students 

Median: 70 
Average: 72 
Range: 0-90 
 

Quiz 5 – 196 students 

Median: 80 
Average: 73 
Range: 0-100 
 



Sources Strategies Evaluation Citation
Beginning 2 1 6 4
Developing 8 9 4 6
Competent 5 2 2 1
Accomplished 0 2 2 1
No Response 0 1 1 3
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Gen Ed. Learning Outcome: 

Information Literacy – Locate, evaluate and effectively use information from diverse sources. 

Learning Outcome Statements  

1. SLO #1: Students will be able to LOCATE information from diverse sources. 
2. SLO #2: Students will be able to EVALUATE information from diverse sources. 
3. SLO #3: Students will be able to effectively USE information from diverse sources. 

SLO#1 Performance Indicators (LOCATE Information) 

1. The student develops appropriate strategies for locating information within diverse sources. 
2. The student accesses information from diverse sources. 

SLO#2 Performance Indicators (EVALUATE information) 

3. The student evaluates information based on specific criteria or standards. 

SLO#3 Performance Indicators (USE information) 

4. The student cites information appropriately. 

Indicators Beginning Developing Competent Accomplished 
Sources (what the student 
found) 

The student uses only 
information that is 
presented to him / her 
(e.g., examples used in 
class; documents supplied 
by the instructor) or his / 
her own prior knowledge. 

The student knows that 
evidence is needed to 
support ideas. The student 
initiates a search for 
information using 
insufficient and/or 
inappropriate sources. 

The student understands 
that different research 
tools are used for different 
purposes and searches a 
variety of appropriate 
sources to find specific 
types of information. 

The student conducts a 
comprehensive 
information search, 
continually analyzes the 
spectrum of information 
gathered to determine 
whether there are gaps, 
and seeks out additional 
sources as appropriate. 

Search strategy 
(how the student found the 
sources) 

The student does not have 
a search strategy. 
S/he uses only information 
that is presented to him / 
her (e.g., examples used 
in class; documents 
supplied by the instructor) 
or his / her own prior 
knowledge. 

The student knows that 
evidence is needed to 
support ideas. The student 
initiates a search for 
information using an 
insufficient or 
inappropriate search 
strategy. 

The student understands 
that there are different 
search strategies for 
finding information and 
utilizes a variety of 
appropriate search 
strategies. 

The student conducts a 
comprehensive 
information search, 
continually analyzes the 
spectrum of information 
gathered to determine 
whether there are gaps, 
and revises the search 
strategy as appropriate. 

Evaluation Criteria The student takes 
information at face value; 
employs no specific 
method for evaluating 
information. 

The student knows that 
there are standards for 
evaluating information. 
The student attempts to 
apply standards but 
focuses heavily on one or 
two criteria; overlooks 
critical clues. 

The student understands 
and can apply a given set 
of standards to evaluate 
information. 

The student adapts a 
given set of standards or 
develops an appropriate 
set of standards for 
evaluating a particular 
type of information. 

Citation The student adopts or 
copies source material as 
his / her own. 

The student knows that 
using source information 
requires citing the source. 
The student attempts to 
employ a formal citation 
style but makes 
substantive errors. 

The student understands 
the purpose and uses of a 
source citation list (Works 
Cited; References) and 
can employ a formal 
citation style with minimal, 
formatting, or no errors. 

The student chooses the 
appropriate citation style 
and executes without 
errors. 
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